
 

 

INTERNSHIP - MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEER   
 
Morrison Container Handling Solutions is seeking a MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEER INTERN to join our 
engineering team.  Interested candidates should email resume to: employment@morrison-chs.com. 
 
KEY RESPONSIBILITIES 

 Utilize proficient knowledge of engineering design principles to generate sound designs that meet 
Morrison standards for innovative, reliable container handling equipment and  

 Collaborate with Lead Engineers, Manufacturing and Assembly team members to design and build 
problem-solving container handling equipment 

 Using CAD software, produce standard, manufacture-ready designs; detail parts, and create mechanical 
drawings, assembly prints and specifications that enable the production team to correctly fabricate and 
assemble all engineering output  

 Work part time while attending classes with full time work expected when not in session.  
 
QUALIFICATIONS 

 Pursing Bachelor's degree in Mechanical Engineering or Mechanical Engineering Technology required 

 Hands-on mechanical engineering design experience preferred 

 Ability to work with Autodesk Inventor desired 

 Attitude: Strong desire to succeed as part of a team; interest in contributing to a positive company 
culture; willingness to persist until the job is done right for the customer and embrace the Morrison 
“Support Built In” philosophy 

 Reliability: Ability to meet deadlines with accuracy. 

 Communication and Problem Solving: Ability to identify problems and review related information with 
colleagues to develop and evaluate options and implement solutions 

 Mechanical Aptitude:   Experience with mechanical systems and their designs, uses, repair and 
maintenance. 
 

MORE INFORMATION 
Morrison Container Handling Solutions in Glenwood, Illinois is the industry leader in the innovative design and 
manufacture of timing screws, change parts, custom container handling products, assemblies and machines for 
the packaging industry.  
 
We are a well-established, family-run company with a record of success in solving the most complex container 
handling problems for national and international companies, always with Morrison’s support-built-in culture. 
Morrison offers a competitive salary and benefits package including: health insurance, life insurance and 
disability insurance,   401(k ) plan, profit sharing, and tuition reimbursement.  
 
Visit our Website at morrison-chs.com  for Product  Information, Company History and to see videos of the types 
of container handling  http://morrison-chs.com/videos/ 
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